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PARKS AS CLASSROOMS
PARKS AS CLASSROOMS are set in
ancient redwood groves and dramatic
coastal preserves, native habitats and
historic landmarks. The programs
encourage achievement through
place-based learning in a national
park. Golden Gate is commited to
inclusive and relevant inquiry linked
to school curricula and students’
home communities.

You and your students have four ways to
participate in Parks As Classrooms:
• Inquiry With The Ranger - facilitated
program
• Teaching Untaught Histories - classroom
visits (8th - 12th)
• Service Learning at the Native Plant
Nurseries
• Investigate On Your Own - introduction
and self-guided

If you have any questions about registration please email: Lynn_Fonfa@nps.gov

Into The Redwood Forest
Student Artwork, 2019

Parks as Classrooms
School Programs
All Programs Are Free!
2019 – 2020
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REGISTRATION OPENS AUGUST 15
How to Register
Please complete the Program Request Form
online at:
www.nps.gov/goga/learn/education
Applications for Inquiry With The Ranger
and In the Native Plant Nurseries accepted
until a week before required Teacher
Workshop or program is full.

Bus Scholarships
kirke wrench nps

SPARKING CURIOSITY | INSPIRING LEARNING | ENCOURAGING ACTION

Buses for high-need schools may be
available through funding from the Golden
Gate National Parks Conservancy, Save The
Redwoods League, and the National Park
Foundation.

Parks As Classrooms supports
Next Generation Science
Standards.
Inquiry With The Ranger and
In The Native Plant Nurseries
programs require a Teachers’
Workshop. One class per
program.

* These programs are

available in Spanish.

Inquiry With The Ranger

Inquiry With The Ranger

Habitat Detectives | Grades K-1*

Point of Inquiry | Grade 4*

Alcatraz Uncovered | Grades 5-8

Nuclear Reactions | Grades 11-12

What makes a healthy habitat? Students
investigate, draw, and share observations
as they get an up-close look at woodland
or lagoon habitats near Crissy Field. From
banana slugs to great blue herons, park
wildlife offers us living lessons about
nature.

At the straits of the Golden Gate sits
Fort Point, an enduring symbol of Gold
Rush San Francisco. Your history sleuths
will investigate all corners of this massive
brick–and–granite fort to imagine life
at the bluffs of the city. Then, they hike
the nearby trails. Co-sponsored by the
Presidio Community YMCA.

Excite your curious archeologists with
Alcatraz Island as their very own case
study. Alcatraz served as a military
post, a federal penitentiary, the site of
an American Indian civil rights protest,
and a national park. What traces can be
unmasked with careful observation and
inference?

Your students enter the gates of a Cold
War–era restored Nike missile site in the
Marin Headlands that reflects a pivotal
period in world history with resounding
implications for today. They explore
the grounds and consider—What does
safety look like?

Rocks on the Move | Grades 6-12

Unlocking Alcatraz | Grades 9-12

Take your class on a hike on the ancient
seafloor and explore how human
history and geology interact. Students
study the global geologic forces that
formed the Bay Area landscapes and
then come to the Marin Headlands to
unveil how these forces are recorded
in local rocks and discover evidence of
human influence on geologic processes.

Challenge your emerging high school
political scientists to consider the impact
of activism on the American Justice
System and Civil Rights in the late 20th
century. Focus on the compelling stories
of the Native American Occupation of
1969 and political prisoners held on
Alcatraz.

Into the Redwood Forest | Grades 3-4* Rock! Pattern! Systems! | Grade 4*
Your students immerse themselves in the
magic of Muir Woods National Monument,
which preserves one of the last remaining
old-growth redwood forests in the Bay
Area. These clue-seeking naturalists
pose questions, look for evidence, and
communicate explanations under the
canopy of the redwood trees.

Guide your trekkers to the continent’s
edge in the Marin Headlands. Your
students will reach into a geologist’s
knapsack full of compasses, maps, and
tools to explain the rock patterns. They
learn about scientist Marie Tharp and the
first map of the ocean floor.
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In The Native Plant Nurseries

NEW! RANGER IN YOUR CLASSROOM!

Teaching Untaught Histories
Grades 8 - 12 | History, Ethnic Studies, Social Justice

Seeds to Flowers | Grades K - 2
Service Learning

Park Rangers facilitate inquiry lessons
addressing compelling stories of Social
Justice rooted in GGNRA. Supplement
your units, reinforce historical thinking
skills, and draw parallels to today!

How do plants grow? Students discover
the plant life cycle and cultivate their
own connection to nature as they
peek into microscopes, step into the
mist house, and study the gardens. A
hands-on service project invites students
to participate in plant nursery activities.

Uprooting Chinatown
San Francisco’s Chinese community
fights against forced removal and
for civil rights in the courts of the
1890s-1920s, helping shape national
legal precedents, including Wong
Kim Ark’s landmark case addressing
birthright and citizenship.

We Are All American
Petal Pushers | Grades 2-3
Service Learning

Green Thumbs Up! | Grades 4-5
Service Learning

How do plants and seeds use their
adaptations to survive in their habitats?
Scientific inquiry and stewardship
converge in this native plant adventure
at one of the park nurseries. Students
get their hands dirty as they explore
nature and ecology!

How are people, plants, and pollinators
connected to each other? And why should
we care? Awaken the restoration ecologist
in your students as they delve into these
questions at one of the park native plant
nurseries. Students then bring their
learning back to their own communities.

People of Japanese ancestry faced
a deep moral dilemma in the 1940s
when confronted with the military
draft while their families are
incarcerated in concentration camps
without due process. Why did some
individuals believe civil rights should
be restored before service, while
others were committed to proving
themselves to gain back civil rights?

Investigate On Your Own
Rings, Ripples, and Echoes |
Grades K-5*
Rings, Ripples, and Echoes guides K-5
species spotters on a magical journey
through Muir Woods and other natural
communities along the Redwood Creek
Watershed. Reservations: 415.289.1833

Honorable Duty

Behind the Bricks | Grades 4

A Question of Color

Behind the Bricks sends crafty time
travelers in search of everyday life in
1860s Fort Point as they uncover the
stories of the soldiers, laundresses, stone
masons, cooks and more. Reservations:
415.561.2829

In 1897, John Harris, with the support
of African American activists and a new
California Civil Rights Law, successfully
sues Sutro Baths for its discriminatory
policy of “whites only”one year after
Plessy vs. Ferguson.

African American soldiers and press
debate fighting in America’s wars of
expansion during the height of Jim
Crow, foreshadowing the pursuit by
other marginalized groups to gain
citizenship through military enlistment.
Why did activists such as Ida B. Wells
object to military service for African
Americans?

